Abstract—Classification methods have been applied in real life problems. Real world dataset may contain missing values but many classification methods need complete datasets. Hence many missing value imputation methods like clustering based imputation method were proposed in literature. But when objects with missing values are high then the available complete objects in the dataset are less. Imputing missing values with limited amount of complete objects may not give good results when imputation is performed using complete objects only. The number of complete objects can be increased by treating the imputed object as complete object and using the imputed object for further imputations along with the available complete objects. In this paper we propose a missing value imputation method based on K-Means and nearest neighbors. The proposed method has been applied on clinical datasets from UCI Machine Learning Repository.

Index Terms—Missing value imputation, using imputed values, K-means, Nearest neighbors.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many real world datasets contain missing values which can make it very difficult to use data analysis methods which require complete datasets. This problem can be solved by imputing the missing values. Several missing value imputation methods were proposed in literature and there exists no universally best imputation method [1]. The goal of missing value imputation methods is to fill the missing values of the object using the available information in the object. Clustering methods were used in literature to impute missing values. K-means clustering based imputation consists of 2 steps. In first step K-means clustering is applied to get clusters. In the next step the cluster information is used to impute the missing values [2]. In KNN imputation method the K nearest neighbours of the object with missing values are used to impute the missing values in the object [3]. Mehala et al. [4] applied K-means based imputation on clinical datasets from UCI Machine Learning Repository. Patil et al. [5] proposed K-means based imputation method. Ki Yeol Kim et al. [6] proposed Sequential KNN and it was observed that the performance of this method is better than the other methods. In Sequential KNN method, the information from the imputed values is used for further imputations. In this paper, we propose a missing value imputation method based on K-means and nearest neighbors which uses the information present in imputed objects as well for all further imputations.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

Section 2.1 shows proposed method. Section 2.2 explains proposed missing value imputation method.

A. Description of Proposed Method

a) K-means Clustering

The dataset is divided into two sets where one set contains complete instances that do not contain any missing values and the other set contains incomplete instances which contains missing values. K-means clustering is applied on complete instances set to obtain clusters of complete instances.

B. Proposed Method
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less number of missing values comes first in the list and the instance with more number of missing values comes later in the list. The incomplete instance which is first in the list is taken and cluster which is nearest to this instance is found. K nearest neighbours of the incomplete instance in the cluster nearest to it are found where K is set to cluster size if K is greater than cluster size. The missing values in the incomplete instance are imputed using weighted KNN.

b) Moving to Complete Instance Set
The imputed incomplete instance is moved to complete instance set and assigned to the cluster used for imputing that instance. The cluster center is updated to the centroid of all points in the cluster after assigning imputed instance to the cluster. The imputed instance will be used for all further imputations of other incomplete instances like any other complete instances in the complete instance set.

c) Imputing All Incomplete Instances
Steps described in 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 are repeated until all incomplete instances in the incomplete set are imputed.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have applied proposed method on various clinical datasets from Machine Learning Repository [7].

Although from Figure 2 to Figure 7 we can observe that Root Mean Square Error of imputed values with proposed method is less or almost equal to imputation method without using imputed values but the proposed method may give more error for other cases. This is because if values are wrongly imputed at the beginning then this error propagates to all further imputations and hence proposed method may give more error in those cases. Although many imputation methods are proposed in literature but there are not many methods where the information from imputed values is used in further imputations. Hence there is scope to create several new missing value imputation methods in this direction.
IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a missing value imputation method based on clustering and nearest neighbors. The proposed method has been applied on clinical datasets from Machine Learning Repository. Although results reported show that proposed method performed better than simple method (without using imputed values for further imputations) but it is not the case for all the datasets as error in earlier imputation may propagate to further imputations. Hence this point should be kept in mind while applying methods similar to proposed methods on real world datasets. There is scope for several new missing value imputation methods based on using imputed values for later imputations.
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